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ABSTRACT: This paper focuses on the aftereffects of supportability brought about by common cooling systems in 

Iranian customary engineering of hot-parched areas. Maintainability in design implies saving developments for the 

future, as far as physical toughness planet secure rationing on vitality assets. For this situation, it appears that 

supportability would be founded on the presentation beneficial models in which accessible materials and assets are 

utilized all the more productively, as opposed to being disregarded. These days, the information on building biology 

centres around its ability to coordinate ecological and climatic parameters into structure and in this manner upgrades 

space characteristics, for example, comfort capacity. Conventional design of Iran is seen maintainable for having 

feasible highlights. It can reaction to natural issues from a significant stretch. Its highlights depend on climatic factors 

just as nearby development materials of hot-bone-dry areas and regular cooling systems are one of these elements. 

There are different common cooling systems in customary engineering of Iran Like: Showdan, Khishkhan, Shabestan, 

Hozkhaneh and Badgir or windcatcher. Wind tower is a design component in conventional engineering of Iran. That is 

seen in hot climates, hot and dry and hot sticky. It makes accessible auditable regular ventilation which is known as a 

significant guideline for preserving vitality. Customary structure methods are typically very much adjusted to the 

climate and all can utilize them with new innovation. This paper infers that as per a few components it is conceivable to 

address Iranian customary engineering. Iranian conventional engineering delicate impact of climatic powers on shaping 

of tenable spaces and it clarifies climate was seen like natural constructional subject. It is evident significance 

utilization of reasonable and sustainable wellspring of vitality, for example, wind structure and type of building. 

Aftereffect of this methodology is concordance with nature. The point of this examination is to exhibit the standard of 

regular cooling systems in supportability of customary engineering in hot-bone-dry climate of Iran. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

India has fifth biggest client of power and fourth biggest client of generally speaking vitality according to vitality data 

organization Nov 2014 report. Power utilization in residential and business building is 23.53 % and 8.77%. According 

to CPWD 2004 report space moulding &refrigeration has expended 32 % and 8% of vitality separately. There is 8 % 

ascend in yearly demand of power utilization in private and business structures in India according to "India insights 

information 2010". In India hot and dry climatic zones lies in focal and western piece of the nation which incorporates 

some piece of Rajasthan, Maharashtra Gujrat and Madhya Pradesh state. In this climatic zone most extreme 

surrounding air temperatures are as high as 40–45 ºC and relative dampness 25-30% in summer days.  

As all are very much aware about the issues related with utilization of customary cooling innovation which increment 

the pinnacle power load, ozone layer consumption, an unnatural weather change, high working and upkeep cost, 

everyone ought to investigate the choices for cooling needs. There are numerous conventional cooling methods which 

have been utilized at numerous spots on the planet. In any case, less spotlight has been given on coordinating these 

different cooling methods during the plan of the structure [1], [2]. Coordinated methodology in building configuration 

implies incorporating different uninvolved cooling strategies and building administration mastery from the structure 
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phase of the structure venture. Our point is to actualize incorporated methodology in building structure for vitality 

preservation in hot and dry atmospheres of India. J.K. Nayak, J.A. Prajapati in their book have referenced that structure 

standards for structures should target opposing warmth gain by giving concealing, diminishing uncovered region, 

controlling and planning ventilation, and utilization of uninvolved cooling strategies to accomplish vitality protection 

objective [3]–[5].  

Pablo La Roche in his examination paper referenced that one can construct inactive cooling system with materials and 

segments which are locally accessible as long as material science of the system don't get influenced. In India, Old 

Havelis and Mahals had fabricated most fittingly to neighborhood atmosphere regarding material determination, 

development methods and spatial direction of the structure. 

There is most noteworthy need of inactive cooling methodologies in creating nations because of constrained budgetary 

assets and poor structure advances. Specialists all through the world are taking a shot at different uninvolved cooling 

advancements proper to their atmospheres with assistance of different materials and experimentation techniques. 

SudapornChunglo et al. (2006) in their analysis cell saw that splashing water on the rooftop along with sun powered 

fireplace can decrease indoor temperature by 2.0–6.2 oC contrasted and encompassing air.  

TRC working in India worked by planners Abhikram with Brian Ford is an enormous show of the evaporative cooling 

methodology. Botha, DW, Dobson, RT, recognized that sun powered stack increased detached downdraught 

evaporative cooling system as a promising way to deal with accomplish warm solace in structures. Pearlmutter et al 

have done examination on impact of bead size with or without fan on cooling process. Ana Claudia et al. (2005) in their 

paper says that PDEC can be an amazing procedure to give effective cooling and ventilation in hot and dry districts 

with pretty much nothing or even zero utilization of vitality where local water can be re-utilized [6]–[8]. 

The interest of electrical vitality in a creating nation relies upon the financial advancement just as the standard living of 

the individuals that makes power a key pointer of the monetary improvement of the nation. The age of power relies 

upon the common assets of that nation. Subject to accessibility of characteristic assets of the nation, financially power 

is created chiefly from petroleum gas and hydropower yet the hold of the flammable gas in Iran is probably going to be 

drained constantly 2020. In Iran, around 40 percent of the all-out vitality utilized in the urban regions is devoured by 

the private and business building and around 50-60 percent of this vitality is utilized for cooling, warming, ventilating 

and space melding in private and business structures.  

Along these lines, during sweltering atmosphere or in summer when the outside temperature is high, compelling 

uninvolved cooling system for business and private structure will be a suitable choice. It can decrease the power 

utilization just as broadening the accessibility of regular assets. Iran is arranged somewhere in the range of 20.30° and 

26.38° north scope and 88.04° and 92.44° east of GMT which furnishes this nation with rich sun powered vitality for 

use. The normal sunshine or daylight hour during the time is over 10 hours and normal sun-oriented radiation changes 

from 4 to 6.5kWh/m2 - day. It demonstrates a decent possibility for sun-based force ventilation system or uninvolved 

cooling system for business and private structure in Iran.  

In this examination the space cooling is characterized as the pace of vitality expelled from the air space so as to keep up 

a set lower temperature than the encompassing environmental temperature. During summer or blistering atmosphere 

when the encompassing temperature is high, poor ventilation and cooling system can change the earth of the private 

and the business working in the urban communities and causes warm distress. Furthermore, power outage is 

exceptionally regular in the urban areas of Iran that intensifies the circumstance [9]–[12]. At present all the cutting-

edge business and private structures are outfitted with electrical machines basically utilized for cooling and ventilation, 

resulting in extreme vitality utilization during summer.  
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Fig. 1: Cross-sectional View of Solar Passive Model 

 

 
Fig. 2: 3-D Cross-sectional View of Solar Passive Mode 

 

Along these lines, an effective uninvolved cooling system coupled with sun-oriented fireplace system can limit this 

vitality utilized for the business and private structures in urban territories of Iran. There are some entrenched strategies 
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accessible for space warming by utilizing sun powered vitality which are immediate radiation, Trombe divider, 

straightforward protection etc. Then again exceptionally predetermined number of studies is accessible on space 

cooling by utilizing sun-based vitality. This is expected to the scepticism the utilization of night ventilation, concealing, 

evaporative cooling and so on. The most punctual strategies for space cooling during dry season was talked about by 

Bahadori in 1978 and the rundown of the cutting edge of latent cooling systems was given by Givoni in 1991.  

Study additionally shows that in India bigger pieces of the focal and northern locales including New Delhi experience 

blended atmospheres, for example, hot – moist, hot – dry and cold atmosphere systems. Endeavor to execute detached 

cooling in the city structures in New Delhi was made in 1990's nevertheless constrained writing is discovered identified 

with this examination. Ventilation by utilizing common draft system is one of the inactive cooling strategies utilized for 

space cooling at first.  

Presentation of current science and innovation has noteworthy changes in the controlling of indoor condition of 

business and private structures. Latent cooling system is likewise firmly identified with warm solace of inhabitants of 

the structure. Albeit a portion of the latent cooling methods don't help to remove the cooling load altogether it does 

stretch out the resistance of people to accomplish warm solace in a given space. Warm solace for the structure can 

likewise be accomplished by controlling the atmosphere of the structure, changing the site configuration, presenting 

warm protection, changing the conduct of the tenant, forestalling the warmth gains from inward sources [13]–[16]. 

A cross breed system, by a blend of regular convection cooling and cooling system with evaporative cooler can 

forestall warming of the structure just as upgrade the cooling efficiency to improve warm solace conditions in 

structures. In this paper a sun based smokestack driven inactive cooling system capable of upgrading ventilation better 

than average characteristic draft system is examined for giving warm solace conditions inside a structure all through the 

late spring season in sweltering and muggy atmospheres. 

 

 
Fig 3: Passive Solar Concepts 

 

"Assessment of customary arrangement in nearby engineering goes before the advancement of those that are 

mechanical so as to acknowledge these strategies or cure them to corn from to present day refined prerequisites... This 

procedure ought to be founded on new advances procured in humanities, physical science just as in sciences, for 

example, material innovation, material science, optimal design, meteorology and physiology" (Hassan Fathi, an 

Egyptian designer).  

This paper centers around the consequences of manageability brought about by normal cooling systems, for example, 

Showadan, Khishkhan, hozkhaneh, Sabat, wind catcher (Bad – gir) as a climatic component in Iranian customary of hot 

locales. It is seen maintainable for having practical highlights and ready to reaction to natural issues from an extensive 

stretch. Its highlights depend on climatic factors just as neighbourhood development materials of hot districts. Wind 

catcher as one of the deciding and sorting out factor of conventional engineering in Hot – Arid locales includes 

different perspectives. At that point, all will examine these components as manageable components customary design 

of Iran.  
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II. MODULATION TECHNIQUES 

Heat regulation methods altering the warmth increase inside the structure. It very well may be accomplished by two 

techniques. In one strategy warm mass or Phase change materials are utilized to deal with the warmth gain. These 

materials retain the warmth during the day time forestalling its entrance inside the structure. In second technique vacant 

structure partition is pre-cooled around evening time ventilation and this coolness is utilized on sub sequent morning to 

defer the warming of building.  

Thermal mass in the development material  

Thermal mass contained in dividers, floors and so on viably diminishes the wide-open air temperature vacillations and 

keeps the indoor temperature inside a thin agreeable range. For choosing warm mass two significant warm properties of 

the materials ought to be thought of, for example the warmth limit by volume and the warmth assimilation rate.  

Thermal mass utilizing PCM based systems: To upgrade the warm stockpiling of the structure texture, stage change 

materials (PCMs) ought to be utilized as these materials have high warm inactivity. PCM, having dissolving 

temperature somewhere in the range of 20 and 36°C, have been utilized for warm capacity related to both inactive 

stockpiling and dynamic sunlight based capacity for cooling in structures.  

Nocturnal Cooling: Nocturnal cooling will be cooling the structure by ventilation during the night when surrounding air 

temperature is lower than room temperature. Because of this inside mass of the structure is cooled which in turns 

decreases the pace of temperature ascend inside the structure on following day.  

Dissipation Techniques  

In numerous cases, the evasion and balance of warmth gains can't keep up indoor temperatures at a control level. 

Warmth dissemination procedures depend on the exchange of a structures' abundance warmth to a low temperature 

ecological sink.  

Ventilation Cooling: The substitution of stale air by natural air is called as ventilation. Cooling is likewise done by 

moving air. A flawed ventilation plan and utilization of glasses will expand the warmth consumed by building. The 

ventilation necessities of various seasons, for various sorts of inhabitances ought to be resolved and then ventilation 

system ought to be appropriately intended to satisfy the necessary execution guidelines.  

A. Cross ventilation in cross ventilation during the day, the indoor air temperature intently follows the surrounding 

temperature. Subsequently during daytime cross ventilation ought to be viewed as just when indoor solace can be 

competent at the open air temperature.  

B. Incited Ventilation In this technique air is warmed in a specific zone by sunlight based radiation, which makes 

temperature distinction driving air developments. Sight-seeing has low thickness, rises and escapes to the surrounding 

air which attracts cooler air inside causing cooling.  

Wind Tower: It deals with the rule of differential gaseous tension and temperature which incite the ventilation. This 

system has been utilized for quite a long time in Arabian nations for common ventilation and latent cooling. It works 

from multiple points of view as indicated by the nearness or nonattendance of wind and time of day.  

Earth-Air pipe system: Seasonal varieties of the dirt temperature get diminished quickly at profundities of 4 to 5 m with 

expanding profundity from the world's surface. Vitality and pinnacle load necessities for space cooling of a structure 

can be essentially decreased by utilizing an earth-air pipe system. It tends to be utilized for warming reason during 

winter season. To get wanted impact funnel of sufficient length ought to be utilized. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

Fig. 1and Fig. 2, shows the model of the passive solar ventilation and cooling system consisting of a solar chimney or 

solar air heater or simply a mechanical ventilator system. The model is developed in the laboratory of the Mechanical 

Engineering Department at Khulna University of Engineering and Technology (KUET) Iran. In the solar passive 

cooling model as shown in Fig. 3, solar air heater with chimney is used to enhance the suction of the hot air from the 

space during day time. At bottom, a water tank is used as evaporative cooler. A circular copper tube is used as inlet 

duct which is completely immersed in the water tank. The whole system worked as a heat exchanger. Thermal energy 
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was transferred from the hot air to the cold water. The evaporative cooler was insulated to protect heat transfer from 

ambient air and was shaded to protect radiation absorption.  

 
Fig. 4: Passive Cooling 

 
Fig. 5: Tree Based Passive Cooling 

 

Design   
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Modification of Room for Thermal Load Reduction: The physical dimension (long × wide × high) of the existing single 

room wasapproximately150 cm × 120 cm × 90 cm. The longer side of the room was aligned to the east west direction. 

Thirteen-centimetre-wide bricks were used to build surrounding walls with a reinforced concrete slab of 10 cm 

thickness. A wooden door of about 60 cm2 face area was used in the north facing wall. After completing the 

construction of the room, ambient and room temperatures were measured and found to differ by 50 C.  

The above-mentioned passive cooling system as shown in Fig. 4 used a natural draft solar chimney which had a solar 

heat collector and a transparent glass. In the solar chimney, the solar energy was absorbed by the solar collector and 

transferred to the adjacent air. The stack effect caused air flow through the solar chimney. Air flow rate in a normal 

solar chimney may reduce due to cross wind and flow reversal. To overcome this problem, the chimney was installed 

on a base opposite to the air flow direction. Solar chimney was also placed at 45° to the horizontal axis, to receive 

maximum sunlight during day time.  

Solar Chimney: In the solar passive cooling system, the solar chimney was fabricated with mild steel sheet. The 

dimensions of the solar chimney were130 cm × 120 cm (length × width). Glass wool insulation was used at the bottom 

and at the sides. The solar chimney was installed to face north, where the open loop system was set with a tilt of 45° 

from the horizontal, having an air flow passage above the absorber plate.  

Evaporative Cooler: An insulated water tank was used as evaporative cooler. A7.5 cm diameter copper pipe was 

immersed in the water and was used as the inlet of the solar passive model room as shown in Fig. 5. Water of the tank 

exposed to the ambient air evaporated and cooled. Warm fresh air passing through the copper tube transferred heat to 

the water and air and water became cool compared to ambient air, subsequently this cooled air would reduce the room 

temperature. 

IV. CLIMATIC CONDITION 

There are diverse topographical areas in Iran and this gives different climates and each climate has its unique attributes, 

Iranian analysts like M. Tavasoli, M. Kasmaee, and Dr. H. Ganjee dealt with climatic divisions of Iran yet the strategy 

for Dr. H. Ganjee is the best. He isolated Iran dependent on Koppen's technique. Koppen partitioned the world 

dependent on developing of plants. Microclimates have affected on urban arranging and engineering. In an immense 

nation, for example, Iran. With various climatic zones, customary manufacturers in the past have introduced a 

progression of coherent answers for human solace. Iran is essentially isolated into four climatic districts: Mild – Humid 

Climate, Cold Climate. Hot – Mild Climate, Hot – Arid Climate. Here, people simply depict common cooling systems 

like: Showadan-Sabat-Khishkhan and Badgir (wind catchers).  

Hot-parched Climate  

This Climate comprise of the most pieces of the focal Iranian level, gets basically no downpour for in any event half 

year of the year, consequently it is extremely dry and hot. In this climate the mid-year is extremely hot – dry and the 

winter is freezing and hard. Here, sky in a large portion of long periods of year is without cloud and the climate hasn't 

nay moistness. Consequently, temperature is very assortment in the past has introduced a progression of coherent 

answers for human solace. A rule for the presence of building is the requirement for better natural conditions. "Early 

men assembled houses to keep out the components – downpour, wind, sun and day off. Their motivation was to create 

a situation great for their solace and even to their endurance". This trait draws an association between the engineering 

and the climate and shows a physical and building trademark in a specific area. 

Hot-humid Climate  

This locale lies along a restricted and moderately long littoral portion of me Persian Gulf coast the length of which 

surpasses in excess of 2,000 (2000) kilometres. As far as climate, the various zones of this strip are considered as hose 

with hot and moist climates. They have rather long summers and winters with brief days. Truth be told, there is 

ordinarily rather chilly climate just during two mouths, Jan. furthermore, Feb. (as under the rubrics of train months): 

here, there are significant levels of vanishing and air dampness in light of its estimated to the ocean and vertical sun 

powered radiation in both spring and summer from one viewpoint and in view of the presence of run of the mill soil of 

this zone which is genuinely calicoes and as a result of blistering climate, the grass and plant covering is exceptionally 
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pitiful then again. An excess of stickiness of air over the ocean coast and much. Warmth of air in blistering seasons 

make a boiling climate that builds up an extremely inconvenient everyday environment.  

V. COOLING SYSTEMS IN IRANIAN TRADITIONAL ARCHITECTURE 

By me period of industry, individuals living in hot districts just depended on the characteristic wellspring of vitality to 

ventilate and cool their homes. System and gear by which wind is utilized for ventilation were, thusly, considered as 

available resources of giving solace and simple life in structures. Components, for example, badgir or wind catcher 

khieshkhan, and focal yard or spaces, for example, hozkhaneh or shabastan in vernacular structural arranging just as 

components, for example, Sabat, ice developers and water supply where extremely well known in Iranian old urban 

areas arranging.  

These space and components delivered cooling and ventilation in urban and structural spaces and furthermore gave 

comfort. In the event that it is assumed here to return managing metrologies and answers for utilize normal vitality and 

shed or abstain from utilizing genuinely and boundlessly the mechanical ventilations that were usually applied in late 

long periods of 20
th

 country so all may spare hopeless and gone fuel supplies and ensure our condition, it is important 

to lead appropriate examinations on conventional systems. Consequently, everyone will examine and investigate 

vernacular cooling systems.  

Wind Catcher (Badgir)  

Wind Catcher as a name infers are ventilation strategies for common cooling. They have been requirement for quite a 

long time in a few nations of hot – bone-dry and hot-muggy climates, especially in the Middle East nations. Run of the 

mill wind catchers comprise of a pinnacle and a head anticipating over the top of the structure. Wind Catcher as a name 

infers are ventilation strategies normal cooling. They have been requirement for quite a long time in a few nations of 

hot – bone-dry climates, especially in the Middle East nations. A run of the mill wind catcher comprises of a pinnacle 

and a head anticipating over the top of the structure.  

The pinnacle head many have vents on just one side confronting the transcendent breeze bearing. In any case, two or 

four sides of the pinnacle may be available to oblige wind every which way. The pinnacle would be partitioned, 

individually, into at least two gatherings of shafts. This region permits air to move independently all over the pinnacle 

simultaneously and furnishes increasingly surface region in contact with the air.  

Thus, the rooftop – top breeze is attracted and is occupied to the mid-year living zone inside drawn and is redirected 

and, the other way around, the approaching air would be cooled by the mass of this structure and impact the 

microclimate inside in areas in blistering and damp climates in south of Tran, the air temperature ascends to 25 

centigrade in summer every once in a while and heat blended in with dampness give an extremely unfavourable 

condition.  

Showadan 

In areas in sweltering and damp climate in south of Iran , the air temperature ascends to 20c in summer every now and 

then and warmth blended in with moistness furnish an unfavourable condition Coping with these common hardships, 

individuals of the districts, nonetheless, improved intriguing game-plans with regards to beneficiary compositional 

arranging and urban arranging. One deserving of-note convenience is the utilization of a space called showadan. This 

adaptation of room improvement comprises of a room or rooms that are manufactured 6-7 meters lower than ground 

surface and ground floor.  

These rooms have rather a similar temperature in all periods of year and surpass 25 c to access showadan, sets of steps 

are given stretching out from veranda (Ivan), nook and room down to patio. Showadan additionally has satisfactorily 

vertical channels to create adequate light and the enlightening piece of conduit is laid on the outside of yard. These 

channels are called Sisara in Shushtar city and Dozbarreh in Dezfulcity. In some showadans a vent opening (rooftop 

window, trench) is utilized for ventilation. At times manufactured channels interface the showadans of neighbouring 

houses, specifically houses the relatives of which were comparative with those in different houses. Showadans were 

additionally utilized as safe houses during wartime.  

Cellar-Shabestan in all Iranian vernacular houses shabastan is viewed as a similar storm cellar which was before 

generally well known and predominant. A shabastan now secured the whole surface subterranean floor of the structure 
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and afterward secured just a single piece of it. It has a roof around one meter higher than the outside of yard and the rest 

was intended to situate underground. For instance, in Tabas city, the late spring living piece of houses is intended to 

confront the breeze beneath with no daylight. Single confronted louver and against-the wind veranda specifically 

against positive breeze are fundamental determinations of the housed worked in this city one example of it shows that 

the middle of the road arrangement of louvers are as curtained for rooms and the two louvers on the two sides for 

basement (storm cellar).  

The basement with its little illuminator under veranda takes a diminishes light. The two louvers (vent gaps) direct cool 

air blowing from the North into the basement and delivers great ventilation and cooling here in extremely blistering 

summers. What covers the patio as grass or plant covering are only palm bushes which produce with a lake in focal 

yard an average small-scale climate with expanded dampness and diminished temperature.  

Sabat 

One perceptible and prominent of urban arranging in old area in urban communities with hot-dried climates is the 

roofed path and yards section. It is called sabat. A sabat is planned all together be careful human living in desert from 

direct radiation of daylight in conceal for certain minutes. Truth be told, Iranian draftsmen, in same occasions, 

developed houses to some place lying on the path and started to assemble at least one projected room with same roof 

over the section all driving was made under these rooms called sabats. A sabat can balance a transient temperature. It is 

such a way, that any passer-by on his way to his goal is situated in conceal in a suit-capable progression.  

In numerous sabats, there are a few coordinated passages of houses that are of most noteworthy significance taking into 

account improved feeling of neighboured and nearby relationship. A sabat can be likewise utilized as a mean of 

countering storms. The tops of sabats, are as a rule by neighbouring joins same of which are in the types of rooftop 

ordering the path underneath. Discussion is all the more generally laid up from obscured rear entryways. A string 

entryway is likewise more normally fixed at its passage. Such space is usually called "darband" that is in total, 

completely appropriate to give added security to the tenants over the path.  

Khishkhan 

One additionally cooling system tangle existed in hotarid climate is Khish or Khieshkhan that has been utilized in Iran 

from time remembrance. It was looking a cabin or "Dar Aferin" that was enclosed up with mats, tiles or thorns and 

sprinkled with water once in a while so cool air is directed in to the stay with the breeze blow. This space Khishkhan - 

was all the more regularly utilized out of entryways blistering summer.  

Courtyard (Hayat-eMarkazi)  

The patio (Hayat-e – Markazi) in a hot dry and hot sticky climate are typically the core of the abode spatially, socially, 

and earth. In spite of the fact that, the size of the land, somewhat, is persuasive, the normal sizes of the patios are 

commonly decided by the scope. They are sufficiently thin to keep up a concealed region during the warmth of the day 

in summer, yet wide enough to get sun-based radiation in winter. A yard can give security, protection, and an agreeable 

spot inside the house.  

The patio where it is generally planted with trees, blossoms and bushes, gives agreeable condition and excellent setting, 

yet in addition supplies some shade and increment the overall moistness of the yard space. "Indeed, even without 

present day, mechanical warming or cooling systems, the yard house gives an open to living condition through 

occasional utilization of areas of the structure. The warm exhibition of yards has been concentrated by numerous 

specialists.  

A fitting clarification in any case, can be given by thinking about the warm properties of the air and the material of the 

patio .As the warm limit of air is extremely low, the temperature of the yard air follows intently the temperature of the 

encompassing surface around evening time, the mass of the dividers and floor of the yard is cooled by active long wave 

radiation, and subsequently, the outside of the yard floor and dividers will stay cool by the next morning.  

Along these lines, the mass of the dividers and floor of the patio (and not the air stored in the yard) fills in as a supply 

of coolness, in the event that it isn't too enormous and very much concealed. Therefore, one may feel cool in two 

different ways, right off the bat, the patio air is cooled in contact with the encompassing surfaces, and besides, by 

losing heat through the encompassing surfaces by radiation which is known as brilliant cooling.  

 

Air vent of arch rooftop  
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Wind towers can be utilized related to bended rooftops, which are another sort of customary convective cooling system. 

The tourist that assembles under a bended rooftop is well over the living territory of the room. Along these lines the 

room is kept progressively agreeable and heat move from the rooftop to the room is constrained on the grounds that a 

light temperature is kept up close to the rooftop. A bended rooftop is best when it joins an air vent. The activity of an 

air vent relies upon the way that when wind streams over a tube shaped or round item, the speed at the peak diminishes.  

In the event that there is a gap at the pinnacle of a domed or round and hollow rooftop, the distinctive in pressure 

incorporates the sight-seeing under the rooftop to stream out through the vent. An air vent is generally secured by little 

top in which there are openings that direct the breeze over the vent. Since the working of the vent relies upon air 

streaming over a bended surface, rooftops with vents are situated to introduce the most extreme bend to the breeze. In 

territories where the breeze is a common one tube shaped rooftop are worked with the pivot of the chamber opposite to 

the breeze course, in regions where the breezes blow every which way domed rooftop are utilized. Air vents are 

typically positioned over the family rooms of structures.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

Many conventional social orders in climate with hot seasons were thermally adjusted and regularly lived easily for 

quite a long time. The arrangements considerably depended upon imaginative design structures that were created to 

utilize normal vitality. "They had the option to do so on the grounds that they utilized the vitality accessible locally in 

the earth". A structure of smaller groups of yard houses in type of thick mass of cells, basic dividers, and rear 

entryways were created to decrease the absolute presentation surface zone to coordinate sun powered radiation got by 

each house.  

In such structure arrangement of windows on outside dividers was not practical, and components like: Showdan, 

Khishkhan, Shabestan, Hozkhaneh and wind catcher were the best key to encourage common ventilation. This capacity, 

truth be told, important for the patio houses where there is little open door for cross ventilation. Customary design in 

hot – parched and hot-damp climate of Iran, depend on sustainable fills, it uses from sun-oriented vitality for warming 

in the winter. Wind vitality for cross ventilation and cooling in the late spring. 
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